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ALL NEXWAY STORES BENEFIT FROM THE COMPANY’S BROAD PAYMENT 
CAPABILITIES THAT LET USERS CHOOSE FROM FIFTY DIFFERENT MODES OF  

PAYMENTS IN TWENTY-THREE CURRENCIES 

Supported modes of payments include country-specific methods such as Boleto Bancário and install-

ment payments in Brazil, Kombini™ payments in Japan, bank checks in France, SEPA thorughout

Europe, and Giropay™ in Germany. This broad choice ensures a superior shopping experience and above 

average conversion rates in each country. 

FRAUD PREVENTION

Nexway managed four million transactions in 2014. The volume of payments the company manages al-

lows Nexway to uniquely detect and quickly respond to fraud attempts. 

Three separate fraud risk scores are computed and averaged for every transaction carried out via the 

Nexway platform. The first of the three fraud risk scores is proprietary to Nexway, while the two others 

are computed using the scoring service of MaxMind™ and ReD™. Reliance upon three separate scores 

ensures false positives are kept to a minimum.

The Nexway fraud prevention team, based in the USA, France and Japan is instantly alerted to suspicious 

transactions. The team then takes quick action to validate or void those transactions. All in all, Nexway 

has a demonstrated ability to keep cost of fraud for its publisher and merchant customers down to a 

minimum.
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REMITTANCE PAYMENTS 

Nexway has subsidiaries in eleven countries. Upon request, Nexway may 

agree to pay remittance payments to its clients in the currency they favor. 

For instance, when requested, Nexway has the ability to provide Brazilian 

remittances in US dollars or euros – with Nexway taking care of the Brazilian 

real to US dollar or euro conversion process. 

MERCHANT OF RECORD  

Nexway can act as the merchant of record 

(MOR) in thirty-five countries, including the 

EU twenty-eight, Switzerland, the USA, Cana-

da, Australia, Japan, Brazil, and Morocco. Being 

merchant of record means that Nexway is the 

legal seller of all goods in a given store. 

When acting as the MOR in a jurisdiction, the company takes all appropriate 

steps to ensure it complies with local laws governing e-commerce, taxa-

tion, and user privacy. 

In particular, Nexway pays relevant value added taxes (VAT) and sales taxes 

on end-user sales. 

THE BENEFITS OF ONSHORE VERSUS OFFSHORE: 
THE BRAZIL EXAMPLE

In Brazil, where stringent and complex regulations are in place, Nexway has 

the ability to receive end-user payments in Brazilian reals, execute curren-

cy conversion, and pay remittances in its customers’ preferred currency, 
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including US dollars and euros. In the Brazilian states where declarations of 

online sales must be performed online in real-time, the Nexway platform is 

integrated with all required state fiscal services. Finally, Nexway supports 

popular local Brazilian payment methods that include Boleto Bancário, local 

credit cards and installment payments – ensuring frictionless checkouts in 

that country. Support for local credit cards is key in Brazil where offshore 

transactions using international credit cards incur extra taxes, collected by 

the banks, of 6.38% of purchase amounts.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

The Nexway platform’s business intelligence dashboards allow its publi-

sher and merchant customers to keep tabs on all transactions, modes of 

payment, percentage margin attributable to Nexway, fraud attempts, and 

upcoming remittance payments to be invoiced to Nexway in near real-time.


